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The paper establishes a quantitative link between the bulk hydrogen content and
the local concentration in the core of the 69{2 2 1}[1 1 0] symmetric tilt grain
boundary in Al. A detailed map of approximate segregation energies is obtained
by combined semi-empirical and ab initio calculations. Even if the density of
trap sites and the binding to the core are large, it is shown that segregation alone
is not expected to lead to a significant loss of cohesion below 1000 ppm bulk
concentration. Other mechanisms should be involved, like H-induced structural
changes, to explain the experimentally observed failure of the interfaces at low
H concentration. An example of such mechanism is reported.
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1. Introduction
Understanding hydrogen (H) embrittlement of metallic alloys is of great practical impor-
tance since it is often involved in critical damaging modes like stress corrosion cracking
and corrosion fatigue [1]. The variety and intermixing of phenomena (surface reactivity,
microstructure interplaywith plasticity anddiffusion) havemade the analysis of experiments
difficult [2], at a microscopic scale. In particular, a consensus on the physical origin of
H induced fracture is not reached yet, with three main models proposed: decohesion,
enhanced localized plasticity [3] and enhanced dislocation emission and nano-scale bubbles
growth [4]. A critical review of decohesion can be found in [5].
It is useful to remind some essential experimental findings regarding intergranular H
diffusion and fracture. Permeation experiments, with H generated from electrolytes, are
used for studying diffusion under the influence of lattice defects like dislocations [6],
grain boundaries of different nature [7] or vacancies coming from anodic dissolution at the
surface [8]. In principle [9], it can be used to measure effective diffusion coefficients, bulk
concentrations, and trapped hydrogen concentrations. The effective diffusion coefficient
can be related to grain boundary segregation energies [10]. This is valid when trapping
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dominates [11], but, in general, trapping and fast diffusion paths can be in competition. It
was demonstrated recently, by ab initio calculations in Fe [12], that even in the case of
simple GBs many different situations occur:63 and65GBs in bcc Fe trap and slow down
diffusion while, in fcc Fe, the 63 GB repels H and the 611 traps H and offers an easy
diffusion path parallel to the GB plane. In this case, a concentration dependence is expected
with slow diffusion at low concentration and the activation of easy diffusion path when the
deep traps are saturated. This kind of complexity should be included in physical models
of effective diffusion coefficients [13]. Building reliable, GB specific, segregation energy
maps is a necessary step is this direction.
Concerning the fracture aspect, several ab initio studies deal with the impact of seg-
regations on the ideal work of fracture [14–17]. It should be recalled that, in the case of
hydrogen, embrittlement is not straightforwardly related to H segregation. Experiments
show that crack propagation along the GBs is often strain rate dependent, i.e. at high strain
rate fracture is ductile, even in the presence of internal hydrogen [18–20]. H segregation
alone is not enough to induce fracture at the concentration levels considered in these
experiments. On the contrary, crack initiation from a flat surface exposed to severe H uptake
conditions can proceed by decohesion at low average stress levels [21]. From this brief
overview, we can conclude that knowing the relation between average bulk concentrations,
that can be measured experimentally, and local intergranular concentrations, that cannot
be measured experimentally, would constitute a very valuable information when trying to
establish microscopic fracture models. Establishing such relation, from predictive atomic
scale simulations, is precisely the goal of the present paper.
Semi-empirical and ab initio calculations are combined to study in detail the 69{2 2 1}
[1 1 0] symmetric tilt grain boundary. Although specific to this GB, the results can be
extended to the whole family of GBs having the same tilt axis following the structural
unit model. Aluminium is chosen as a archetype of face-centred cubic materials. It has the
interesting property that point defect formation energy is low and H segregation to defects
is strong. It is therefore prone to H-induced structural modifications, as will be shown.
The paper is organized as follows: First, methods and the construction of the grain
boundary are described. Second, approximate hydrogen segregation energies are given,with
an emphasis on quantum corrections. Local concentrations are calculated in the mean field
approximation. It is shown that the density of deep trap sites is such that H–H interactions
play a crucial role. Finally, the influence on fracture is discussed and perspectives are given.
2. Methods
Searching for metastable grain boundary structures and calculating segregation energies
are computationally intensive tasks. Therefore, the work is divided in two parts. First, a
systematic search of local energy minima is made with an empirical interatomic potential.
Second, the most relevant configurations are selected and re-converged by an ab initio,
more predictive, method. Finally, the local concentrations in the GB, as a function of
thermodynamic parameters, are obtained by mean field equations.
2.1. Empirical potential and grain boundary structure
In a first step, interatomic forces are modelled by the Mishin embedded atom method
(EAM) potential forAl [22]. The GB structure searches consist in: (i) Constructing an initial
geometric structure based on the coincidence site lattice (CSL). (ii) Exploring the stability
of the various structures obtained by translating one grain with respect to the other. (iii) Op-
timizing the number of the particles in the interface. The unit cell of the CSL corresponding
to the symmetrical69{2 2 1}[1 1 0] GB is shown in Figure 1. Only translations in the X and
Y directions are explored and the size of the CSL gives an upper bound for the amount of
translation to be applied. A 5× 10 grid of points was therefore generated with steps 0.1 a0
in the X direction and 0.21 a0 in the Y direction. The simulation box for EAM calculations
contains 5136 particles (4 CSL in the Y direction, 12 CSL in the Z direction). Minimizations
are done using molecular dynamics and a ‘quench’ condition that is: setting all velocities
of relaxed atoms to zero when
∑
i Evi · Efi < 0.
The atoms belonging to the border of the slab in the X direction are kept fixed, while
the atoms whose positions are less than 5 a0 are allowed to relax. Periodic boundary
conditions are applied in the Y and Z directions. The total potential energy of the GB
structure is converged within 0.1meV and the averaged force of each relaxed atom is less
than 0.5meV/Å.
The Al–H interactions are also modelled within the EAM framework. While the Al–Al
part is the Mishin potential, the Al–H part is an upgrade of the potential presented in [23].
The parameters for the functional forms are given in Appendix 1.
The initial configurations for hydrogen segregation in the grain boundary are geometri-
cally constructed as if the metal atoms of the GB were bulk atoms, i.e. for each bulk atom,
there are one octahedral and two tetrahedral sites, constructed by displacements relative to
the metal site. By doing so, and taking into account the mirror symmetry of the GB, the
system is continuously and densely paved with interstitial sites. In the GB region, 57 initial
configurations are constructed and relaxed with EAM. Some of these configurations lead
to the same local minimum energies.
2.2. Density functional theory calculations
In order to obtain reliable equilibrium structures of GBs and segregation energies, we
perform energy optimizations by ab initio calculations. They are based on density func-
tional theory (DFT) and carried out with the generalized gradient approximations to the
exchange-correlation functional (Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof) [24], as implemented in the
Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package [25]. We use projector augmented wave [26] method
for valence electrons and a 1 × 5 × 5 k-points grid for the Brillouin zone sampling. Plane
waves are used for expanding the wave functions with a cut-off energy equal to 400 eV.
A supercell approach is adopted which includes 104 metal atoms for each grain boundary
structure. It contains one CSL unit in the Y direction and two in the Z direction, while
in the X direction, each border is a free surface with 11 rigid atomic layers and a 7.0Å
wide vacuum space between periodic images. Relaxations are carried out until the force
is less than 0.01 eV/Å. Every segregation energy includes a zero point vibrational energy
correction. It is estimated from a dynamical matrix corresponding to the degrees of freedom
of hydrogen only, using the frozen phonon approach (the relative displacements are equal
to 0.01Å) [27,28].
2.3. Approximate segregation energies and mean field equations
We can build a free energy functional which on optimization gives the mean occupancy of
the interstitial sites of the GBs. An approximate mean internal energy is obtained from the
segregation energies defined on each interstitial site (i) of the GB (1E iseg). The ‘true’
segregation energy is obtained by taking the difference in potential energy between a
configuration, where H is placed on site i and a configuration where H is in the bulk,
at zero K (the energy is at its minimum), in the infinite dilution limit. In practice, the system
is small and therefore only approximate values can be obtained because of H interactions
between periodic images and ‘bulk’H interactions with the GB. In the perfect crystal case,
the size dependence of the immersion energy is tested in [27] and seems to bewell converged
beyond 32 atoms within a few tens of meV. In our case, the ‘bulk’ site (site H1 on Figure 1)
is inside a box containing a GB. It should not be too close to the GB and not too close to the
rigid border. The deviation in energy of this configuration from the ‘true’ bulk case (which
would be the well-converged isolated H in the perfect crystal) is quantified by calculating
the difference in embedding energy with a perfect crystal containing 108 atoms (3× 3× 3
unit cells), the maximum size in [27]. It is 40meV. Therefore, our approximate segregation
energies differ only by a few tens of meV from the ‘true’ segregation energies, slightly
below the intrinsic difference between DFT and experiments for the immersion energy and
diffusion barrier [27]. Throughout the text, the ‘segregation energy’ (1E iseg) should be
understood as the approximate segregation energy, as defined in this section.
As will appear clearly below, the specificity of the GB core requires that the H–H
interactions be included. This is done by calculating effective pair interactions (ǫi j ). They
are calculated by taking the energy difference between two configurations containing two
hydrogen atoms: the final one where the two H atoms are close and the reference one where
each solute is on its GB site but far enough so that the interaction between them can be
neglected. In DFT, the system size is such that the calculation is done in a different way: the
reference energy (E ′re f ) corresponds to a configuration with one H atom on its GB site (for
example site j) and the second one on a bulk site. Then, using the value of the segregation
energy on site i, the effective pair interaction ǫi j between site i and j is :
ǫi j = Ei j − (E ′re f +1E iseg) (1)
where Ei j is the energy of the configuration where the sites i and j are occupied.
The free energy as a function of the average occupancies of sites ci (that include GB
and bulk sites cbulk) is:
FNH ,V,T ({ci }) = E0 +
∑
i
{
ci1E iseg +
∑
j
cic jǫi j
+ kT (ci ln ci + (1− ci ) ln(1− ci ))
}
(2)
The constraint of a fixed number of H atoms NH is taken into account by introducing
a Lagrange multiplier µH . Writing the optimization condition for each kind of site, one
obtains:
ci
1− ci = e
−(1E iseg+
∑
j c j ǫi j−µH )/kT
cbulk
1− cbulk = e
µH /kT (3)
The equations, and approximations, specific to the GB structure are given in Section 3.3.
To be coherent with this model, the concentrations mentioned in the paper are the mean
occupancies. In particular cbulk is the mean occupancy of a bulk tetrahedral site (there are
two T sites per metal atom).
3. Results
3.1. Atomic structure of the 69{2 2 1}[1 1 0] grain boundary in Al
Two stable structures are found. The first one (GB1) is composed of two ‘E’ structural
units [29,30] (Figure 1), the second one (GB2) is mirror symmetric with respect to the GB
plane (Figure 2). Both have been observed experimentally using high resolution TEM [31].
The structures we find are in good agreement with those obtained from previous calculations
based on EAM potentials for metals [29,30]. They are connected by a translation along the
Y axis (ty ≈ −0.212 a0, plus a shift of the GB plane to the right side of the box, by one
plane). The interface excess energies, from EAM calculations, are 455 and 485mJ/m2 for
‘E-units’ (GB1) and ‘mirror symmetry’ (GB2) boundaries, respectively, which are in good
agreement with the values at T = 300 K reported [30] (435 and 468mJ/m2). Furthermore,
DFT calculations give an energy difference of 64.6mJ/m2 between these two structures.
3.2. Approximate hydrogen segregation energies
Calculating H segregation energies requires a reference configuration which is obtained
by placing the solute as far from the GB as possible. Next, a series of calculations on
configurations where the solute is placed at different locations in the GB are done. The
segregation energy 1E iseg is the difference between this configuration’s energy and the
reference’s (with the precautions exposed in Section 2.3). Therefore, a negative1E iseg (resp.
positive) value means an enrichment (resp. depletion) with respect to the bulk. In Section 2,
we explained how the interstitial sites for hydrogen are geometrically constructed. Starting
from there, a first energy minimization is done with the EAM potential and the relaxed
configuration is passed to DFT for a second energy minimization. All the possible final
Figure 1. Atomic structure of the 69{2 2 1}[1 1 0] symmetric grain boundary after relaxation with
DFT. Black and white balls represent two {2 2 0} planes. The small balls represent stable interstitial
positions for isolated H atoms. Site labels are coherent throughout the paper. The ‘E’ structural units
are underlined, as well as a CSL unit cell. This structure is referred to as GB1.
Figure 2. ‘Mirror symmetric’ (GB2) atomic structure of the 69〈1 1 0〉{2 2 1} symmetric grain
boundary after relaxation with DFT.
hydrogen positions are represented in Figures 1 and 2. The corresponding segregation
energies are given in Tables 1 and 2, which include positions and energies obtained by
DFT, with and without the zero point energy (ZPE) corrections. The values from EAM are
also shown. The quality of the EAM potential is discussed in Appendix 1. Some values are
clearly smaller than the ‘error’ of 40meV discussed in Section 2.3, and therefore should
not be considered as corresponding to enrichment or depletion sites. They are in the tables
to give the reader a feeling of the variability of the energy landscape when choosing the
‘bulk’ site for the segregation energy calculation.
In bulkAl, hydrogen on octahedral and tetrahedral sites give very similar energies, with a
slight preference for the tetrahedral site (40meV, including ZPE [27]). The ZPE of hydrogen
is very significant and reduces the energy difference by about 100meV [27]. In the grain
boundary, the most stable positions are also those obtained by relaxation from tetrahedral
positions. GB1 and GB2 have similar hydrogen segregation energies. The contributions of
the ZPE to 1E iseg are large: down to −50meV (resp. −100meV) for the ‘E units’ of GB1
(resp. GB2). The influence of the GBs is short range: beyond 1.5 a0, |1E iseg| falls below
0.05 eV. The ‘E-unit’ core contains a cluster of favourable sites (labelled H8, H9 and H10).
On site 9, for example, 1E iseg is as low as −0.357 eV (the three vibrational frequencies of
hydrogen are 136, 107 and 37 cm−1), very close to the one in vacancies (−0.33 eV [27]).
Besides the core (sites 11–15), the segregation energies are significant but much higher (of
the order of −0.1 eV).
In GB2, the situation is more complex. The core sites 9, 10 and 13 have 1E iseg values
close to the value in the vacancy. The other structural unit, which is more ‘twin like’,
also show values of the same order of magnitude (Table 2 for sites 6–8 in Figure 2). It
is surprising since a twin is not a strong trap [12]. The analysis of the Al positions, after
hydrogen relaxation, reveals H induced structure changes (Figure 3). Only a few local
distortions are necessary to switch from the twin unit to the E-unit and, after relaxation,
the hydrogen atom is in an environment that resembles the one in the core of the E-unit.
Energetically, there are several contributions to 1E iseg on these sites: the decrease in the
energy due to the occupancy of a newly formed core-like interstitial sites (−0.3 eV), the
transformation from GB2 to GB1 (−0.102 eV per structural unit) and the interface excess
Table 1. Positions (in a0) and approximate segregation energies 1E iseg (in eV) obtained by energy
minimization with EAM and DFT for the ‘E-units’ structure (GB1). 1E i Z PEseg (in eV) is the
segregation energy including the ZPE correction. The site numbers (i) refers to Figure 1. ǫ9−i (in eV)
is the pair interaction energy between site number 9 and its neighbours. The asterisk marks those
obtained in the infinite dilution limit, the others correspond to a saturated line of sites 9.
EAM DFT
Site i x y z 1E iseg (eV) x y z 1E iseg 1E i Z PEseg ǫ9−i
1 −1.818 1.778 0.000 −0.002 −1.805 1.771 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 −2.323 0.010 0.354 −0.002 −2.294 0.015 0.354 0.042 0.046 0.000
3 −1.317 1.423 0.354 0.008 −1.324 1.421 0.354 0.016 0.019 0.000
4 −0.956 0.481 0.354 −0.047 −0.922 0.455 0.354 −0.083 −0.103 0.130
5 −0.486 0.133 0.000 −0.201 −0.416 0.104 0.000 −0.277 −0.297 –
6 −0.280 1.134 0.354 −0.166 −0.117 1.084 0.354 −0.135 −0.180 0.041∗
7 −0.070 0.251 0.354 −0.205 −0.109 0.232 0.354 −0.204 −0.245 –
8 −0.101 1.320 0.000 −0.209 −0.058 1.289 0.000 −0.235 −0.275 0.070∗
9 −0.048 0.865 0.000 −0.191 0.024 0.915 0.000 −0.338 −0.357 –
10 0.183 0.744 0.354 −0.150 0.127 0.785 0.354 −0.258 −0.279 0.011∗
11 0.423 1.657 0.354 −0.010 0.485 1.671 0.354 −0.077 −0.095 0.100
12 0.791 1.556 0.000 −0.041 0.752 1.533 0.000 −0.100 −0.118 0.174
13 −0.811 1.061 0.000 0.002 −0.751 1.061 0.000 −0.090 −0.103 0.052
14 −0.985 1.549 0.000 0.015 −0.964 1.564 0.000 −0.061 −0.064 0.000
15 −1.140 2.023 0.000 −0.004 −1.108 2.009 0.000 −0.057 −0.066 −0.014
*infinite dilution limit.
energy when a mixture of GB1 and GB2 domains exists in the GB plane. Elastic distortions
in the grain neighbourhood are also present. Indeed, a complete transformation requires
a shift in the Y direction, while such translation is constrained in the DFT calculation.
As a consequence, it exists a strain field (mostly shear strain ǫxy) beside the GB, and the
current calculationwouldgive a size dependenceof the segregation energy.Nevertheless, the
ab initio calculation shows there exist a driving force for H-induced local structure changes.
They have important consequences: they change the density and depth of traps along the
GB, key factors in the loss of intergranular cohesion.
The essential findings in this section are: First, we found a mechanism for increasing the
density of deep trap sites in the GB2 unit that consists in a local change from GB2 towards
GB1. Second, GB1 has a core that acts as a strong trap for H. But, the core sites 8, 9 and 10
are very close one to the other (d9−8 ≈ 0.47 and d9−10 ≈ 0.52 a0) so the question of the
short-range interaction between H impurities has to be investigated. In the next section, we
address this point, together with the average occupancy of these sites as a function of the
bulk concentration and temperature. The effective density of trap sites is also discussed.
3.3. Grain boundary mean occupation by hydrogen, as a function of T and Cbulk
In this section, the focus is on GB1 only, since GB2 has a tendency to be destabilized in
case of H segregation. In GB1, site 9 has the lowest segregation energy, followed by sites
8 and 10. In case of an increase of the bulk H content (like the passage of a hydrogen
Table 2. Positions (in a0) and approximate segregation energies 1E iseg (in eV) obtained by energy
minimization with EAM and DFT for the ‘mirror symmetry’ structure (GB2).1E i Z PEseg (in eV) is the
segregation energy including the ZPE correction. The site numbers refer to Figure 2. The † symbol
means that H-induced a structure change of the GB.
EAM DFT
Site i x y z 1E iseg x y z 1E iseg 1E i Z PEseg
1 −2.200 1.645 0.354 0.000 −2.178 1.644 0.354 0.000 0.000
2 −1.610 2.114 0.000 0.139 −1.612 2.116 0.000 0.063 −0.036
3 −1.533 1.879 0.354 −0.004 −1.538 1.886 0.354 0.016 0.011
4 −0.868 2.102 0.354 −0.012 −0.875 2.108 0.354 −0.042 −0.045
5 −0.687 1.641 0.354 −0.035 −0.674 1.628 0.354 −0.065 −0.082
6 −0.209 1.288 0.000 −0.133 −0.150 1.279 0.000 −0.292 −0.326 †
7 −0.001 0.857 0.000 −0.127 0.017 0.911 0.000 −0.264 −0.320 †
8 0.077 1.352 0.354 −0.166 0.076 1.358 0.354 −0.262 −0.309 †
9 0.205 0.347 0.000 −0.174 0.146 0.339 0.000 −0.317 −0.352
10 0.331 0.416 0.354 −0.205 0.329 0.315 0.354 −0.328 −0.360
11 0.331 2.010 0.000 −0.224 0.332 2.052 0.000 −0.242 −0.294
12 0.331 0.900 0.354 −0.191 0.346 0.920 0.354 −0.095 −0.136
13 0.619 0.165 0.354 −0.162 0.478 0.137 0.354 −0.203 −0.299
14 1.145 1.159 0.354 −0.019 1.213 1.149 0.354 0.005 0.001
† H-induced a structure change of the GB.
Figure 3. H influence on the GB2 structure: different pictures correspond to different initial positions
of H in the GB2 structure (a) position 6, (b) position 8, (c) position 7 and (d) position 9.
diffusion front), site 9 is saturated first. It is therefore natural to calculate the effective pair
interaction between site 9 and site 8, and between site 9 and site 10. Their values are given
in Table 1. The three-body interaction is negligible (lower than 10meV). Then, the specific
segregation isotherms, to be solved numerically, are:
c9
1− c9 = e
(−(1E9seg+c8 ǫ9−8+2c10 ǫ9−10−µH )/kT )
c8
1− c8 = e
(−(1E8seg+c9 ǫ9−8−µH )/kT )
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Figure 4. Bulk concentration dependence of the mean occupancy of sites 9, 8 and 10 in GB1, at
T= 300K without (black symbols) and with the H–H interactions (white symbols). The very high
bulk concentrations (mean tetrahedral site occupancy) correspond to hypothetical metastable solid
solutions. Which phase or defects are created at high concentrations is not clear and depends on
kinetics [32].
c10
1− c10 = e
(−(1E10seg+2c9 ǫ9−10−µH )/kT )
cbulk
1− cbulk = e
µH /kT (4)
where c9, c8 and c10 are the average occupancies of sites 9, 8 and 10. Note that the factor 2
in front of ǫ9−10 is a geometric factor that comes from the fact that the solutes are located
in different {2 2 0} planes and therefore one site of type 9 can be connected to two sites of
type 10. The numerical results are shown in Figure 4.
AtT= 300K, site 9 starts to be occupied at very lowbulk concentration.The occupancy is
10% at about 10−7 atomic concentration in the bulk. The influence of theH–H interactions is
negligible because sites 8 and 10 start being occupied at concentrations where 9 is already
almost saturated. On the opposite, the influence of 9 on sites 10 and 8 is large. Their
occupancies are shifted towards higher concentrations by, respectively, a factor of 2 and a
factor of 20. This means that while site 9 is saturated at about 10−5 (occupancy reaches
90%), site 8 is saturated at 3× 10−3 and site 10 at 4× 10−4. 5× 10−4 is already an upper
limit for mobile H concentrations in Al [33]. At this concentration, there should be two H
atoms per E-unit.
The others sites have segregation energies higher than −0.12 eV. Their concentration
reaches 10% only beyond 1000 ppm. It has been recently proposed that high local con-
centrations can act as a seed for local hydrides in Ni [34,35] because of the attractive
H–H interactions (ǫH−H ≈ 20meV). Even though the hydride is unstable with respect to
hydrogengas at room temperature [36] inAl, it is interesting to calculate the pair interactions,
close to the GB, when the concentration is high in the core. We simplify the configurations
described above by saturating only site 9. Then, the pair interactions are calculated for sites
4, 11–15 (Table 1). The repulsion is usually strong, except on site 15. No enhanced hydrogen
segregation in the first planes close to the core is to be expected in this GB due to the H–H
interactions. The stability of the H2 molecule in the core of the E unit was also studied. It
was found that wherever the molecule is inserted, it always dissociates.
4. Discussion
What is the impact of this segregation on the cohesion of the grain boundary? As a first
approach, we can calculate the ideal work of fracture as a function of cbulk . It is important to
clearly state the hypothesis that ismade. The initial configuration is aGB in equilibriumwith
the bulk at a concentration cbulk and temperature T. The grain boundary structure is the GB1
given in Figure 1, which gives a specific density of trap sites (a number of sites per surface
unit). From the mean field analysis, we learn that the occupied sites, in the concentration
range 10–1000 ppm, are sites 9, 10 and 8 and that the repulsive interactions between them
are important. The density of such sites (labelled θ ) is 2/A, where A = δY × δZ (δY = 2 a0,
δZ = √2/2 a0) is the surface of one CSL unit. Each site has a specific segregation energy
that depends on the occupation of the others sites (Equation (4)). Then, the final, broken,
configuration is the onewhere the crack plane is theGBplane and two surfaces of {2 2 1} type
are created. We idealize fracture by considering that only hydrogen atoms that are present
in the GB sites 8, 9 and 10 are present on the newly created surfaces. It is a hypothetical,
instantaneous and brittle fracture. H atoms on the surface are relaxed. The {2 2 1} surfaces
are composed of {1 1 1} terraces and steps. It is reasonable to approximate the hydrogen
segregation energy to the surface by the value for the {1 1 1} surface [37]:−0.38 eV/H. The
ideal work of separation is
Wsep(cbulk) = (Esur f − EGB)/A
= 2
(
γS + θScS(cbulk)1E sur fseg
)
−
(
γGB +
∑
i
θ iGBci (cbulk)1E
i
seg
)
= 2γS − γGB
+
∑
i
θ iGBci (cbulk)(1Esur f −1E iseg) (5)
where we made use of 2θScS(cbulk) =
∑
i θ
i
GBci (cbulk) since no diffusion occurs during
fracture. The work of fracture in the absence of hydrogen is 2γS − γGB where γS is the
surface energy and γGB is the grain boundary excess energy. The value for ideal work
without hydrogen is 1.555 J/m2 from [38]. The sum runs over sites 8, 9 and 10 and θ iGB
is constant and equal to 4/3 a20 as discussed above. The occupancies ci (cbulk) are given,
at T= 300K, by the mean field equations. The site specific segregation energies are given
in the exponential of Equation (4). The numerical results are shown in Table 3 where the
contribution of each site is given separately for three different bulk concentrations. It is
interesting to realize that the influence of the sites that are weak traps becomes dominant
when the bulk concentration increases.
The model gives a decrease of the work of separation of, at most, 25%. We believe that
in order to have a crack that follows the core of a grain boundary, dislocation emission from
the crack tip itself should be severely reduced (which does not mean that the neighbouring
matrix cannot deform plastically due to the activity of external dislocation sources). The
Table 3. Influence of theH segregation on the ideal work of separation (1Wsep).W 0sep = 1.555 J/m2
is the ideal work of fracture without H [38].
Site i cbulk 1Wsep J/m2 Wsep(cbulk)/W 0sep (%)
10−5 −0.078 95
9 60%
10 40%
8 0%
10−4 −0.225 85
9 23%
10 49%
8 28%
10−3 −0.391 75
9 13%
10 38%
8 49%
simulation of the critical stress intensity factor (K) for dislocation emission gives values that
are of the order of 70% of the Griffith value, in {1 1 1} [39,40] single crystals.As the Griffith
K scales with the square root of the ideal work of separation (for an idealized planar crack
propagation), getting enough ‘embrittlement’ to fall below 70%K would require a drop
of Wsep by approximately 50%. This is twice the value we obtain. In the 65{2 1 0}[1 0 0]
symmetrical grain boundary, comparable segregation energies (−0.25 eV/H) are reported
in [41], but much lower value was taken for the segregation to the surface (−0.75 eV/H),
which gives a much larger impact on the work of separation. The reduction can go down
to 90%. In our case, we consider the segregation on a {1 1 1} surface instead of a {2 1 0}
surface. It is shown in [42] that H has the strong binding to steps on {1 1 1} surfaces, up to
0.2 eV, which in this case brings the value (−0.38 to 0.2) closer to the one reported in [41].
Finally, these considerations bring us back to the core of the fracture problem: the crack
path can have a nanoscale rugosity, in relation with the preferential segregation of H on
surfaces. Such effects are not included in the fracture criterion discussed here. Nevertheless,
our calculation points out that, even if embrittlement could be effective with an enhanced
segregation on steps, it would happen for bulk concentrations of the order of 1000 ppm and
beyond.
5. Conclusion
We report approximate hydrogen segregation energymaps for the twomost stable structures
of69{2 2 1}[1 1 0] symmetrical grain boundary inAl. The core of the E structural unit offers
a large density of trap sites,with energies of the order of−0.3 eV/at, including non negligible
ZPE corrections. In the case of the symmetrical structure (GB2), the ‘twin’ like units are
found to be unstable upon H segregation. H triggers local distortions to transform GB2 into
GB1. This gives an interesting mechanism where interfaces of slightly higher energy than
the optimum have more flexibility to rearrange and offer favourable local environments
for H. The result is an enhanced intergranular concentration via an increase in the density
of trap sites, that in turns can favour decohesion. mean field equations, including H–H
repulsion in the core of the E unit, are used to evaluate the local concentration inside GB1
as a function of the bulk concentration at T= 300K. It is found that the core sites are being
enriched at 0.1 ppm and saturate at 1000 ppm. The corresponding high local concentration
does not act as a seed for a local hydride, as reported in the literature for Ni. Finally, the
impact of such segregation on the ideal work of fracture is discussed. This GB could be
embrittled by H segregation alone, but only at bulk concentrations beyond 1000 ppm. This
means that other mechanisms than a simple segregation should be involved when crack
propagation is observed below 1000 ppm. Future work will be devoted to the study of GB
structure modifications induced by massive hydrogen segregation and their consequences
on mechanical properties. The idea is to investigate the kind of structural rearrangements
that we observed here by DFT but in a more systematic way by Monte Carlo simulations
and the well-tested EAM potential described in Appendix 1.
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Appendix 1. EAM Al–H interactions
The model used for the Al–H interactions was first presented in [23]. The potential is designed to
reach a compromise between the properties that we think are the most important for intergranular
embrittlement, in particular, the segregation to vacancies. A practical issue is that we want an Al–H
potential that is independent of the Al–Al part because we want to use it as an extension of already
developed potentials without altering them. In the EAM framework, the total potential energy of the
system has the form:
E pot =
∑
i

FI (ρ ( Eri ))+ 1/2
∑
j 6=i
VI J
(‖ Er j − Eri‖)

 (A1)
where the sum runs over the particles labeled i (or j, the neighbours of i). FI is the embedding energy
of a the particle i, which type is designated by I , and VI J is the type-dependent pair interaction
between particles i and j. ρ is the electronic density, built by the surrounding, at the position where the
particle is embedded. ρ is a sum of contributions from the neighbours ρ( Eri ) =
∑
j 6=i ρat (‖ Er j − Eri‖),
but FI is not linear and therefore, it is in general not possible to split the contribution coming from
the H atoms from the one coming from the metal. We make the following ‘approximation’ that the
electronic density contribution from H to the embedding density for the metal atoms is negligible
Table A1. Analytic forms for the embedding energy of H inAl. The electronic density is in arbitrary
units, but in coherence with the function given in Table A2.
ρ FH (ρ) (eV)
ρ ≤ 15 0.511261− 0.199975× (ρ − 15)
15 < ρ ≤ 20.2 0.009405− 0.022205× (ρ − 20.2)− 0.000005× (ρ − 20.2)2 − 0.001185× (ρ − 20.2)3
+ 0.000923× (ρ − 20.2)4 + 0.000120× (ρ − 20.2)5
20.2 < ρ ≤ 23.7 0.02× (ρ − 23.7)− 0.004738× (ρ − 23.7)3 − 0.001046× (ρ − 23.7)4 − 0.000063× (ρ − 23.7)5
23.7 < ρ 0.02× (ρ − 23.7)
Table A2. Analytic expression for the ‘interstitial’ atomic electronic density, ρintat (r), in arbitrary
units, coherentwithTableA1. r is the distance from anAl particle to the positionwhereH is embedded,
in units of a0, the lattice parameter of Al.
r (a0) ρ(r)
r ≤ 0.4 7.583390− 49.822873× (r − 0.4)− 1489.594377× (r − 0.4)2
0.4 < r ≤ 0.7 105× exp(−6.57× r)
0.7 < r ≤ 0.9 −740.512898× (r − 0.9)3 − 4971.220041× (r − 0.9)4 − 9644.836278× (r − 0.9)5
and therefore the metals only feel the presence of H via the pair interaction. On the contrary, the
potential felt by the H atoms is not a pair potential, as explained in the Effective Medium Theory (see
the references in [23]), and therefore, FH (the embedding function for H) cannot be linear. Modern
EAM potentials have ρat functions that are relatively long range and we found that it is not possible
to describe the trapping of H at a vacancy and at a surface if the variations of the density are only
weakly modified by the absence of a particle. Therefore, we are forced to use another atomic density,
short ranged, for calculating the embedding density for H atoms. They are called ‘interstitial’ atomic
densities ρintat . Equation (A1) is rewritten:
E pot =
∑
Mi

FI (ρmetal ( ErMi ))+ 1/2
∑
j 6=Mi
VI J
(‖ Er j − ErMi‖)


+
∑
Hi

FH (ρH ( ErHi ))+ 1/2
∑
j 6=Hi
VHi J
(‖ Er j − ErHi‖)


where ρmetal ( ErMi ) =
∑
Mj 6=Mi ρat (‖ ErMj − ErMi‖) and ρH ( ErHi ) =
∑
Mj 6=Mi ρintat (‖ ErMj − ErHi‖).
H–H interactions are only pair interactions (H has no contribution to FH ). Mi and M j are metal
particles labels. Hi is the label of a H particle.
The functional forms for FH andρintat are given in the following tables and illustrated in FigureA1.
Tabulated versions are given on request. The pair potentials are of the functional form V (r) =
Z/r × exp(−αr). The interactions are smoothly brought to zero between r1cut and r2cut with a fifth
order polynom that enforces continuity of the function, its first and second derivatives at r1cut and
r2cut . The values of the parameters are given in Table A3.
The quantities considered for the fitting of the potential are listed below. The numerical values
given by the potential are specified in parenthesis. The preferred bulk site is the tetrahedral interstitial
site (T ), with an energy difference between octahedral (O) and tetrahedral (T ) of1EOT = 0.147 eV.
A vacancy contains multiple trap sites: 8 tetrahedral (T1) and 6 octahedral (O1) sites. T1 is the
preferred position (1Evseg = −0.3 eV). The centre of the vacancy is an unstable position for H. The
bulk migration barrier is 0.2 eV for a jump from a T site towards an O site. Surface segregation on
Table A3. Parameters for the pair interactions.
Al–H H–H
Z (eV a0) 0.1911028 0.23490
α (1/a0) 0.4554222 4.4375
r1cut (a0) 0.46 0.7
r2cut (a0) 0.96 0.8
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Figure A1. Embedding function FH and atomic ‘interstitial’ electronic density ρintat for H in Al
according to the functions given in Tables A1 and A2.
the {1 1 1} surface, in the ‘threefold’ configuration, is−0.46 eV. In addition, a constraint to destabilize
the ‘on top’ position is added. It is metastable with a segregation energy of +0.36 eV. The H–H
repulsion is fitted to reproduce the effective pair interactions between sites 8 and 9 (30meV) and
between 9 and 10 (10meV) of GB1.
The corresponding values given by the ab initio calculations from the literature are listed below.
The energy difference between H in octahedral position and tetrahedral position is δEO−T =
+0.02 eV(+0.13 eV) [27] with (without) ZPE correction. The segregation energy in off-centred
tetrahedral position in a vacancy is −0.33 eV (without ZPE) [27] and +0.46 eV in the centre of the
vacancy [43]. The {1 1 1} surface segregation energy is −0.35 eV [37] and the activation energy for
bulk diffusion is 0.18 eV (0.15 eV) [27].
Some additional properties of the potential are now given. A direct jump from a T site to another
T site is possible, with a barrier slightly lower than T–O site (0.16 eV). The O1 and O2 sites (first and
second octahedral interstitial neighbours of the vacancy) are unstable. Site T2 is marginally stable, so
the escape barrier from the T1 site towards T2 is almost equal to the opposite of the segregation energy.
On the {1 1 1} surface, the bridge position is the most stable, with a segregation energy of−0.47 eV. In
the case of the stable grain boundary structure, GB1, Table 1 shows that the potential is qualitatively
good. It does indicate the positions where the segregation is the most favourable. The energy values
do not compare quantitatively with DFT. In particular, on the most important sites (8–10) differences
range between 60 and 180meV. This EAM potential underestimates segregation to grain boundaries.
Nevertheless, we will show in a forthcoming paper that a quantitative correspondence between EAM
and DFT can be established and the potential used to study the impact of massive H segregation on
the GB structure and cohesion, beyond mean field calculations.
